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Kung Fu Panda Lesson 12

Character List                            

Tai Lung Tigress Po Shifu
Miscellaneous (Crane, Monkey, Viper, Mantis)

EXTERIOR. MOUNTAIN PASS
The Five race toward a rope bridge stretched between mountain peaks. Tai Lung 
appears at the other end of the bridge. He ROARS and races toward them.

TIGRESS: Cut it!

The others slash at the ropes securing the bridge to the mountain. Tai Lung is almost 
upon them when Tigress cuts the final rope. But Tai Lung is too close -- Tigress must 
launch herself into him. The two cats end up in the middle of the bridge just as it 
starts to tumble into the canyon below. The Five grab support ropes and hold on for 
dear life.

TAI LUNG: Where's the Dragon Warrior?
TIGRESS: How do you know you're not looking at her?

Tai Lung laughs. It echoes off the mountain walls.

TAI LUNG: You think I'm a fool? I know you're not the Dragon Warrior. None of you!

The Five exchange quick, worried looks.

TAI LUNG: (nodding confidently) I heard how he fell out of the sky on a ball of fire, 
that he's a warrior unlike anything the world has ever seen.

The Five exchange quick, confused looks.

MONKEY: Po?
TAI LUNG: So that is his name -- Po. Finally, a worthy opponent. Our battle will be 
legendary!

Tigress charges at him. The battle begins. Tigress punches Tai Lung as he hangs from 
the bridge. But Tai Lung counters with a maneuver that sends Tigress slamming 
backwards through the bridge's wooden slats. Then Tigress gets choked by the 
bridge's ropes. Monkey turns to Crane and Viper.

MONKEY: We've got this. Help her!

Viper grabs Tai Lung, which causes him to let go of the ropes. Tigress plummets
down into the gorge... but Crane manages to catch her. Viper punches Tai Lung 
repeatedly with his own fist. Tai Lung manages to get a paw around Viper's "throat".

stretched-ストレッチ securing-安全
あんぜん

な launched-立ち上
た ち あ

げ

exchange-交換
こうかん

counters-カウンター maneuver-作戦
さくせん

行動
こうどう

plummets-急落
きゅうらく
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VIPER: Monkey!

ANGLE ON MANTIS AND MONKEY. Mantis is straining to hold the rope by himself.

MANTIS: Go! (then) Ack! What was I thinking?!

Monkey leaps into action, kicking Tai Lung in the chest and sending him crashing 
through the slats of the bridge. He gets back to his feet and starts running back to 
them on a single strand of rope.

TIGRESS: Mantis!

Mantis whips his end of the rope, sending a sine wave shooting toward Tai Lung. The 
rope whips Tai Lung in the face and he gets tangled up. The Five see their chance.

TIGRESS: Now!

Working as a team, the Five kick Tai Lung's butt every which way. Tigress finally 
slashes the last rope holding up Tai Lung. He plummets down... down... disappearing 
into the mist. Mantis whips his end of the rope, returning his buddies safely to the 
mountain.

The Five look relieved. But the relief is short-lived... Tigress notices that the other end 
of the bridge is circling the far mountain peak. Her eyes go wide with dread. The rope 
whips up. But Tai Lung isn't there. With a crash, he suddenly appears behind the Five.

TAI LUNG: Shifu taught you well...

Tai Lung jabs a finger at Monkey, who instantly freezes.

TAI LUNG: But he didn't teach you everything.

Tai lung lunges toward the rest.

EXTERIOR. TRAINING HALL – EVENING
Shifu and Po walk through the palace courtyard. Po has an easy spring in his step.

SHIFU: You have done well, Panda.
PO: Done well? Done well?! I've done awesome!

He swings his belly around and knocks Shifu off balance. Shifu staggers back, 
regaining his dignity.

SHIFU: The mark of a true hero is humility!

After a moment's thought, though, he leans toward Po –

SHIFU: But yes...you have done awesome.

strand-ストランド dread-～をひどく怖
こわ

がらせる freezes-フリーズ

courtyard-中庭
なかにわ

staggers-よろめき humility-謙虚
けんきょ
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And he punches him playfully on the arm. Po smiles at him. As they LAUGH, an 
indistinct figure appears in the clouds behind them. IT'S CRANE!  Crane carries the 
five to the palace grounds, crashing in a heap.

PO: Huh? Guys? Guys!

Po throws his backpack aside and runs over to them.

PO: They're dead? No, they're breathing! They're asleep?! No, their eyes are open.

Crane struggles to lift his head.

CRANE: We were no match for his nerve attack.

His head collapses to the ground.

SHIFU: He has gotten stronger.
PO: Who? Tai Lung? Stronger?

Shifu starts freeing the Five. First Viper, then Mantis, then Monkey releases suddenly 
from his paralysis –

MONKEY: He's too fast!

He delivers a Kung Fu punch to Po's head and then slowly realizes where he is.

MONKEY: Sorry, Po.

Shifu kneels before Tigress and works to free her.

TIGRESS: I thought we could stop him.
SHIFU: He could have killed you.
MANTIS: Why didn't he?
SHIFU: So you could come back here and strike fear into our hearts. But it won't 
work!
PO: Uh, it might, I mean, a little. I'm pretty scared.
SHIFU: You can defeat him, panda.
PO: Are you kidding? If they can't-- They're five masters. I'm just one me.
SHIFU: But you will have the one thing that no one else does.

paralysis-麻痺
ま ひ

kidding-冗談
じょうだん

Comprehension Questions
1) Where did the Furious Five fight Tai Lung?

The fought Tai Lung on a rope bridge between two mountain peaks.
2) What had Tai Lung heard about the Dragon Warrior?

He heard that he had fallen out of the sky on a fireball and was a warrior like no 
other.

3) Who do you think won the battle between Tai Lung and the Furious Five?
Tai Lung won the battle.

4) Why did Tai Lung let the Furious Five go?
He wanted them to return to strike fear into their hearts.
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Vocabulary
stretched-ストレッチ securing-安全

あんぜん

な launched-立ち上
た ち あ

げ

exchange-交換
こうかん

counters-カウンター maneuver-作戦
さくせん

行動
こうどう

plummets-急落
きゅうらく

strand-ストランド dread-～をひどく怖
こわ

がらせる

freezes-フリーズ courtyard-中庭
なかにわ

staggers-よろめき

humility-謙虚
けんきょ

paralysis-麻痺
ま ひ

kidding-冗談
じょうだん

Comprehension Questions
1) Where did the Furious Five fight Tai Lung?

The fought Tai Lung on a rope bridge between two mountain peaks.

2) What had Tai Lung heard about the Dragon Warrior?
He heard that he had fallen out of the sky on a fireball and was a warrior like no 
other.

3) Who do you think won the battle between Tai Lung and the Furious Five?
Tai Lung won the battle.
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